- **About Mleiha**
  - Venture deep into the deserts of Sharjah and uncover the secrets of the region’s ancient Bedouin culture through intriguing information, exhilarating recreational activities and breath-taking natural landscapes. Discover something unique every time with the ongoing excavation programme, which ensures there’s always a new treasure waiting to be unearthed.
  - This new visitor attraction in the Emirate of Sharjah blends history, nature and culture with exceptional quality and warm hospitality to create a unique leisure experience in a spectacular natural setting.
  - Natural terrains and vast sand dunes make Mleiha an ideal spot for dune bashing and desert safaris.

- **About Mleiha Archaeological Centre**
  - Enjoy entry to the Mleiha Archaeological Centre where the whole family can learn about life in the region in years gone by as well as take a closer look at the wide variety of artefacts on display.
  - Designed with the local environment in mind, the centre has been built with consideration to its environmental and archaeological context.

- **About Mleiha Landscapes: Camel Rock / Fossil Rock Tour**
  - Embark on an extreme off-road fun drive through the Mleiha landscape, taking in spectacular views. Your guide knows just the right time and place to stop for you to take beautiful photos of the sun set and moon rising. Suitable for ages 3 and above.

- **About Polaris Extreme Adventures (Option 3 only)**
  - Calling all thrill-seekers! Hop on one a Polaris buggy for the ultimate heart-pumping ride through the Sharjah desert. This extreme off-roading adventure tour will allow you to explore the stunning landscape, take in some of Mleiha’s most impressive sites as well as stopping to explore them yourself. Suitable for ages 12+ years.

- Tours can be provided in English and Arabic.